Workload Automation for SAP

Automate and boost your SAP landscape with HCL Workload Automation

HCL Workload Automation boosts your business with the most advanced jobs scheduling, management and monitoring capabilities to seamlessly orchestrate complex workflows across multiple platforms and applications.

Our platform acts as a meta-orchestrator for continuous automation, leveraging containerization and an intuitive user interface, while offering the lowest total cost of ownership (TCO) on the market.

HCL Workload Automation Integration for SAP allows SAP users to utilize their familiar software environment to improve service delivery and simplify monitoring and managing cross-enterprise jobs.

www.hcltechsw.com
Enable business control
The new dashboard features machine-learning for predictive estimation of job duration and easy-to-customize widgets.

Get the best of containers
Deploy all HWA components on containers and manage containerized applications.

Empower users
Workload folders provide:
- Greater business agility and enforced security at LOB level
- Organize job streams in a hierarchy of folders
**Key benefits**

Reduce 90% of process errors and increase SAP process reliability

- **Lower operating cost**
- **Higher productivity**
- **Respect SLAs**
- **Higher control**

**Key features**

- **Display all elements together**
  - A single and simplified point of planning, control and optimization
  - Templating and easy porting of loads from QA to production

- **Enable tight governance**
  - Enforce rules with little effort
  - Track modification requests with auditing
  - Based on SOA to facilitate rapid changes

- **Automate end-to-end processes**
  - Improve process integrity and replicability, and automated recovery
  - Optimize execution with throttling to speed SAP throughput
  - Implement escalation and automatic ticketing

- **Job editing and linking**
  - Creation of jobs on SAP from HWA
  - Support for BWI objects, support for other objects in SAP stacks

- **SAP monitoring agent**
  - Track child jobs and visualize job graphs, impact views, filtered lists, and dashboards
  - Consult details of BI objects, exploit advanced SAP login architectures

- **Improve process integrity and replicability, and automated recovery**
- **Optimize execution with throttling to speed SAP throughput**
- **Implement escalation and automatic ticketing**
Available On AWS marketplace!

Safeguard mission critical workloads with the right Workload Automation solution!

Contacts us at HWinfo@hcl.com